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ZESA: The Inconvenient ‘Provider’ of Electricity 

The vision of the Zimbabwe Electricity 

Supply Authority (ZESA) is ‘To be the 

preferred provider of electricity and 

convenience’. Its vision speaks of 

commitment to the provision of safe 

and reliable electricity in a fair and cost 

effective manner yet ZESA’s actions are 

contradictory with its vision and mis-

sion. 

  

ZESA has monopoly over the provision 

of power in Zimbabwe and therefore to 

continue talking of preference is mis-

leading.  ZESA is taking people for 

granted by disconnecting power from 

customers that owe them a few dollars 

while leaving those that owe hundreds 

of thousands because of their political 

power. 

 

Recently, two platinum miners, MIMOSA 

and ZIMPLATS pledged to pay at least 

$40 million of ZESA’s debt to Mozam-

bique’s Hydro Cahora Bassa (HCB) elec-

tricity utility. Zimbabwe’s debt to the 

Mozambican power utility is estimated 

at just under $80 million.  Good as it 

may be, Zesa should not abuse the ges-

ture and should instead put its house in 

order and ensure it pays its bills on 

time. Power shortages remain a major 

challenge for the business sector that 

has been forced to seek costly alterna-

tive power generation methods such as 

generators. The power crisis, therefore, 

requires a collective approach if every-

body, including industry, is to benefit. 

 

Across Zimbabwe, residents are con-

cerned with the level of power distribu-

tion. Load shedding is inconsistent. Bills 

in most areas are based on estimates, 

resulting in huge arrears by electricity 

consumers. Electric cables in the resi-

dential some areas are left bare, expos-

ing residents to serious threats of losing 

their lives. Suspected ZESA employees 

are allegedly demanding residents' 

monetary contributions towards the 

purchase of damaged electricity infra-

structure like transformers. Residents 

are being switched off for non-payment 

of the full amounts owed to the power 

utility. Moreover, the number of deaths 

as a result of negligence by the power 

authority is a major source of both con-

cern and discontent. The death of 10 

year old Takudzwa Nyandoro who was 

fatally electrocuted by live cables on 

March 29, 2012 is a painful case indeed. 

Apart from not sending an official to 

apologize to the family at the funeral, 

the power utility offered 300 dollars to 

the family as compensation. The death 

of Takudzwa is one of many cases of 

similar mishaps by the power utility 

company. The public has castigated ZE-

SA and called for the parastatal to do its 
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work properly and stop risking people’s lives.  It is a warning for the utility to start 

monitoring its workers. They should put warning signs or barricade dangerous sites 

like the one that claimed Takudzwa’s life. No compensation will ever bring back a 

lost life.  

 

The mission of ZESA is to provide safe electricity, only the people at ZESA know 

how many unprotected live cables remain uncovered posing a further threat to 

lives. The risk posed to property, though not as important as limb and life is an is-

sue that cannot be taken lightly.  

 

The relevant people in the Ministry of Energy and Power Development should come 

up with a holistic solution to the power woes in the country which are becoming an 

impediment to the enjoyment of life, business growth and economic development 

since industry has also not been spared from power cuts. Similarly, the people of 

Zimbabwe should begin looking at alternatives of pushing ZESA to provide reliable 

and safe electricity in a free and transparent manner.  Safety should be a priority 

and ZESA must adopt a serious safety culture and until the power utility  

comes up with a lasting solution to this problem, the public remain in danger.  
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Incessant school fee hikes : a burden to many  

Schools open tomorrow amid calls by the Government for strict regulations to curb 

unilateral fees hikes. Most schools applied to the Government for permission to 

raise fees citing rising operating costs. The applications were turned down, but 

some schools increased tuition fees and levies in defiance of the Government di-

rective adding to the burden of most families who are already struggling to pay for 

their children's education.  

 

Many schools had provisionally raised fees in anticipation of a positive response 

from the Ministry of Education, Sport, Arts and Culture. Some schools are justified 

to increase fees, but these increases should be tied to what would have been 

agreed between SDCs, school authorities and parents. No approval will be con-

templated without proof that there was an agreement meeting between parents 

and school administrators. Reports said some schools will be backdating the in-

creases and demanding the difference from the last term. Parents should brace for 

an increase in school fees next year as Government is failing to adequately fund 

the education sector which has been underfunded for over a decade. Some par-

ents have appealed for Government intervention to ensure the margin of the in-

creases is justified. The parents said some of them could not afford the new fees 

as they have been struggling to pay the current fees.  

 

When the 2012 school year started in January, many students failed to return to 

school because both public and private institutions had raised their fees by an av-

erage of 40%. Teachers were also demanding an increase in salaries, with govern-

ment claiming there was no money. In January, government boarding schools in-

creased their fees by 20%. Just four months later, fees are being hiked again with 

most such increases range between 20 percent and 30 percent. According to the 

Education Act, a school raising fees must first convene a meeting with parents, 

present a budget to them, gain approval and then send the budget, the list of par-

ents at the meeting, and minutes of the meeting, which include the votes, to the 

Ministry for approval or modification. 

 

The school system was de-centralised last year, with government relinquishing 

power and responsibility for school fees to the provinces. Mr Oswald Madziva of 

the Progressive Teachers' Union of Zimbabwe (PTUZ) in an interview explained 
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that this has brought a new set of problems which are side effects of decentralisa-

tion. 

 

At independence in 1980 Zimbabwe had one of the most highly rated school sys-

tems in the world, producing quality students who competed and excelled at the 

top universities. This system has deteriorated since independence and Zimbabwe-

an government officials are often strongly criticised for sending their children to 

school outside the country. Because of the government’s under-funding of the ed-

ucation sector, school development committees are now saddled with an extra re-

sponsibility of mobilising funds to award teachers incentives. 

Education is every child's right and it is high time the people of Zimbabwe con-

front the monster, which is failing to fund education than putting more burden on 

the parents. 
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